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Fourteen top French lingerie labels staged a huge rock
concert cum fashion show Sunday in the city which
invented sexy underwear. The musical extravaganza in

Paris called “Lingerie Rocks” set out to show that in the era of
#MeToo lingerie “was about making women feel good about
themselves”. Creations by five rising young designers were
also featured in the song-and-dance spectacular which aimed
to showcase what is an almost completely female-dominated
industry.

Karine Sfar, of the French lingerie federation, told AFP that
women wanted comfort more than anything-whether they

wore lingerie for seduction or support. Sales of push-up bras
and G-strings have been on the slide as women go for a more
natural feel and look, according to the industry, which has a
turnover of nearly two billion euros ($2.2 billion) in France
alone. “All women regardless of their body shape have the
right to feel beautiful and feel good about themselves.
Lingerie helps you feel at ease,” Sfar said.

Sales of French lingerie are growing and Sfar said the
industry prides itself on elegance, two centuries of know-how
and designing for women of all shapes. New fabrics, 3-D
design and rigorous testing on “real women”-with bra makers

themselves road testing new models at home-mean that most
garments now “felt like a second skin”, Sfar argued. “The aim
is that a woman might even forget what she is wearing,” she
added. “Lingerie Rocks”, only the second joint show that the
French industry has ever staged, came right in the middle of
the first Paris fashion fortnight of the year. — AFP

French say ‘lingerie rocks’ even in age of #MeToo

A model presents a creation of French lin-
gerie during the fashion show ‘Lingerie

Rocks’ in Paris on Sunday. — AFP

P
aris men’s fashion week finished late Sunday with
superstar designer Hedi Slimane’s first menswear
collection for Celine, which has up to now only
dressed women. The “sultan of slim”, who previous-

ly sent revenues soaring at Dior Homme and Saint Laurent,
is credited with inventing the skinny look. And in Sunday
night’s show in a mirrored pavilion Place de la Concorde at
the foot of the Champs Elysees, Slimane stayed true to his
tight ultra-tailored style. Rake-like male models, often in
black shades, wore a panoply of Slimane staples, 1960s-
style English suits with pencil-thin ties, black Nehru
tunics, leather jackets and trousers a bright yellow leopard
pattern coat to add to the retro rock-star chic.

The skinny sixties theme had earlier been picked up by
the veteran Britain tailor Paul Smith, who sent out a sassy
and colorful collection. Slimane also lowered the suit hem,
a move away from the pinched jackets now a la mode. The
reclusive French creator and close friend of pop star Lady
Gaga is regarded as the second most powerful creator in
fashion, after Karl Lagerfeld of Chanel. “The Kaiser” once
famously shed 41 kilos (90 pounds) to squeeze into
Slimane’s skinny jeans.

But his slash-and-burn takeover of Celine-previously
led by popular British feminist designer Phoebe Philo-took
a kicking from critics in his first women’s show in October.
They railed at his retrograde “crotch-skimming cocktail
dresses” for wafer-thin teenage vamps.  Hugely vocal Philo
fans known as “Philophiles” also branded Slimane the
“Trump of fashion” for taking down her collections from
the label’s website. An Instagram account dedicated to her
work at Celine soon clocked up nearly 200,000 followers
and sales of her clothes rocketed on resale sites.

The RealReal, the world’s biggest of these resale sites,
said prices had also spiked as Philo’s minimalist creations
became collector’s items  “We are finding people to be
extremely loyal to her,” the US site said. Paris haute cou-
ture week starts Monday. The highly select shows of hand-
made creations happen only in the French capital and are
sustained by a small number of the world’s richest women.

Kenzo designer’s roots
Psychedelic Peruvian paintings covered panel upon

panel of Kenzo’s fall menswear show that celebrated of
one of the designer’s Chinese-Peruvian heritage. The set,
painted by artist Pablo Amaringo, evoked scenes inspired
by the hallucinogenic Amazonian “ayahuasca” drug - with
multicolor space ships, jungle, parrots and deer merging
into one - and had some fashion guests squinting amid flu-
orescent lighting. Designer Humberto Leon’s family is
Tusan, a Peruvian people whose ancestors arrived in Latin
America in the 19th century from Guangdong province in
China.

The theme provided a rich fashion tapestry in the
clothes - from Andean mountaineering styles with woolies,
fun hiking boots, utilitarian rucksacks and amassed layer-
ing, to ethnic textiles in flashes of bright color. Beyond the
encyclopedic theme, there were some trendy touches in
deconstruction - such as a series of cross jackets with
Asian-style cinched waists that sported the inner sleeve
lining on the outside.

Hermes’ luxury
Hermes has become a byword for simple, unpretentious

luxury. Veteran menswear designer Veronique Nichanian
proved this again Saturday in a classy, color-rich and mas-
culine showing for fall. There was no far-flung muse or
gimmick, unlike in many Paris shows, simply because none
was needed. Nichanian has been at the helm of this family
run business since, incredibly, 1988, and is an expert at let-
ting the clothes do the talking.

A loose coat in midnight blue was paired tastefully with
shimmering blue leather pants. Elsewhere, yellow leather
pants in a carrot shape looked soft against a marl knit
sweater. Geometric motifs on leather bomber jackets, sexy
sheeny shirts and sweaters were this season’s added
ingredient. This geometry recurred in large, square utili-
tarian pockets on outerwear, oversize zippers or as motifs
on bags. It was on-trend, but never heavy handed.

Slimane goes super skinny    
in Paris Celine men’s debut

Models present creations by Celine, 
during the menís ready to wear fashion

shows for the 2019/20 Fall/Winter 
collection in Paris. — AFP photos

Models present creations
by Kenzo during the
men’s Fall/Winter
2019/2020 collection
fashion show.

Models present creations by Hermes during the men’s ready to wear fashion shows for the 2019/20 Fall/Winter collection in Paris.


